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Light framing II

Wall panels, trusses, insulation,
ice dams

Spaced out headers
Because these studs are 1 1/2”
by 3 1/2” the header, made from
2 - 2x10’s is not wide enough to
meet the studs flush on the inside
and outside faces without putting
a piece of 1/2” plywood or 1/2”
spacers between the two 2x10’s

1 1/2 + 1 1/2 = 3”…1/2 inch too
thin for a 2x4 wall.

Spider framing…one
plate, tilt, nail each stud
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Simplifying on site framing

Break up the design

Think through weights
An 8 foot sheathed panel has 6 studs

2 plates
2 panels

1.5x3.5=5.25 sq in. x 97 in tall = 509 cu.in. 

509 cu.in. / 1728 = .2945 cu.ft. pine in a 2x4
.2945 x 6 studs = 1.76 cu.ft.
.2945 x 2 plates = .589 cu.ft.

1/2”(.0416 inches) x48”x96” each sheathing panel has 191 cu.in. pine
191 / 1728 = .110 cu.ft. pine

Pine weighs 45 lbs per cu.ft. so panel weighs 115 pounds…
No problem for two people
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Insert panel e18 between e17
and e19….

Sheathed or unsheathed?

Sheathing
adds weight
limits hand
holds
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Pounds and people

8 foot sheathed panel 115 pounds two person carry
12 foot sheathed panel 173 pounds two person carry
16 foot sheathed panel 230 pounds three person carry
24 foot sheathed panel 346 pounds four person carry

Don’t forget to plan for 1 extra person to position the panel
over the anchor bolts!

Right now there is no national ergonomic standard for lifting
and walking across a jobsite with a wall panel.

Niosh standards use a 51 pound limit for lift and carry

Delivered as pallette

Murphy and panels
the one you need is at the bottom of the pile
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Not predrilled
Anchor Bolts,
water, waste pipes
and conduit all
have to project out
up from the slab
and into the wall.

When it’s working,
we just have to
transfer the
location of the
obstacle to the
bottom of the panel
and drill a hole.

Missed it by that much

Then lift, plumb, brace,
and nail
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Trim and
Shim as
required

Straighten
damaged anchor

Hard to hit holes

Panel setter’s
quick handle…
a lifetime air
leak?
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Bigger Panels
Structural insulated
panels (SIPS) offer
the builder a one
step insulated
exterior wall with
raceways already
installed.

Typical SIPS
panels today are a
sandwich of
polystyrene or
polyisocyanurate
between two slices
of OSB

Structural
Insulated Panel

Also available
in
nonstructural
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Made for human
handling

Murus.com

PHS + SIPS =
rapid

enclosure
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Toaster Shipping
Door openings are
cut after
fabrication by
CNC (Computer
Numeric Control)
Routers

6 Steps in 1
Component

1. Structural framing
2. Window rough-in
3. Wall Sheathing
4. Window flashing
5. Window Installation
6. Window sealing
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Trusses=exploded beams

Truss Terms
Top chord

Web

Panel point

Bottom chord

Truss
flavors

King Fink Pratt

Flat-Top
brg.

Flat-Bottom
brg.

Double
Pitch

Gambrel Hip Mansard

CustomScissorPiggyback
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Plate Trusses

Floor trusses

& systems

Source: Rush, Richard “The Building Systems Integration Handbook”

The parallel chord truss
makes it fairly simple to
integrate round mechanical
distribution ducts, wiring, and
conduit.

All trusses need to be braced
to keep them from rolling over
under load
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Duct truss

The parallel chord
floor truss can be
made with a
rectangular
opening for a
rectangular trunk
duct located out of
the maximum
shear zone at the
truss end, and out
of the maximum
bending at the
middle.

Parallel
bearing

When oriented parallel to the
outside wall,  a truss is
positioned directly above the
wall on the plate to carry the
floor and exterior wall above.

Not very pretty masonry

Bottom bearing
Floor framing is
usually spaced 16 to
24 inches apart in
residential
construction

Because this wood
frame building is
intended for an office
use, the trusses are
placed 12” apart for
increased load
carrying ability

12 inches
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Parallel
chord truss

to wall
Plywood subfloor
2x4 end brace for

trusses
Trusses

Splice plate
top plate

Cripple framing
King stud

Header
Double trimmer

Oops! Somebody
changed their mind!

Up on the roof
• After the walls are tilted into

position and braced, the roof
is constructed

Truss framed commercial
building
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Trusses for all

Truss
flavors

King Fink Pratt

Flat-Top
brg.

Flat-Bottom
brg.

Double
Pitch

Gambrel Hip Mansard

CustomScissorPiggyback
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Who
ordered

curly
trusses?
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Semi-rigid sheathing Insulating
sheathing is a
great way to
increase the “R”
value of wall
assemblies, but is
never considered
structural
sheathing. If
insulating
sheathing is not
promptly covered
with siding, it may
deteriorate
quickly due to
wind or vandalism

Truss canteliever Like most other
structural members,
plate trusses can
be engineered to
canteliever out past
their supports.

No cutting,
notching, or field
modification of
engineered trusses
is possible.

If you see
modifications or
breaks, call for the
structural engineer!

Lookout! The overhang at the gable
end of the roof is often called
a “lookout.” a little like putting
your hand up to shade your
eyes so you can “look out.”

Most lookouts are framed as
cantelievers with framing
projecting back two or three
joist spaces.  This one is just
nailed to the edge.

One roofer told me if I was
going up on the roof to
inspect to “look out” when I
walked on the lookout, as it
may not support my weight.
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Energy & trusses

Source: Thallon

Hip trusses…step down

Source: Thallon
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Scissors & cathedral space
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• Assembling all these wooden
parts together makes an exterior
envelope full of cracks.

• Currently, the homebuilding
industry wraps a wood building
with an air barrier material
(housewrap) to reduce outside
air infiltration (drafts)

Wrap it up
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Tape seal
• The housewrap is a woven

polyester fiber that stops wind,
but allows moisture to pass
through (permeable)

• Each joint in the housewrap is
taped to prevent drafts around
openings or between sheets of
housewrap.

Endangered Icicles
• The contemporary wood framed

building uses interior vapor
barriers, high insulation values
and exterior draft barriers to
keep the energy inside the
house.

• These efforts have made the
roof covered with snow having
icicles hanging from the gutters a
thing of the past…. In fact icicles
are now considered a sign of a
failure in the detailing or
construction of the roof.

Ice dams

+70 degrees

-10 degrees

Heat moves from higher
to lower temperatures (a
basic law of thermodynamics
…nature’s effort to keep all
things in balance)

Insulation only
slows the flow of
heat…it doesn’t
stop it

“R” value is
thermal
Resistance…the
higher the “R”
value of the
insulation, the
slower heat
moves through it.

R - 19 insulR - 38 insul
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+70 degrees

-10 degrees

-10 degrees

• Here, the air flow
from the vent is
blocked by
insulation.

• Without outside air
to cool the underside
of the roof, heat from
the interior moves
through the
insulation melting
the snow

• The snow melt runs
down the roof, but
re-freezes when it
gets over the
overhang…forming
an ice dam.

• Meltwater backs up
behind the ice dam,
gets under the
shingles and stains
the ceiling

Chutes & Baffles

To preserve the minimum
1 - 2 inches of vent space
above the insulation,
polystyrene chutes or
baffles are often stapled to
the underside of the
sheathing near the eave
vent.

As long as the insulation
doesn’t get pushed out
into the eave, blocking the
vent, no airflow problems
should occur.

Ice Guard

• Because ice dam related
moisture leaks can lead to
accelerated  rot and even failure
of the roof / wall connection,
many towns require a layer of
bituthene-like material be
installed as the base course for
the shingles. This material acts
as a waterproofing (shingles are
only water resistant) and extends
from the eave to a point one to
four feet inside of the wall / roof
intersection.
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+70 degrees

-10 degrees

-10 degrees

• Here, the air flow
from the vent is not
blocked by
insulation.

• With outside air to
cool the underside of
the roof, heat from
the interior moves
through the
insulation slightly
heating the attic
space above

• Air from the vent
cools the attic
preventing snowmelt

• No ice dam forms,
because there is no
meltwater to form
it…NO LEAKS!

Dump the heat

+70 degrees

-10 degrees

Soffit or eave vent

Ridge Vent

The warm, moist
air and heat that
inevitably escapes
to the attic must be
vented to keep the
attic dry and cool.

Cool attics make
cool shingles
which last longer
than hot ones.

Cool attics prevent
snowmelt ,ice
dams at re-freeze
areas and leaks
resulting from ice
dams.

Codes & Vents

+70 degrees

-10 degrees

Soffit or eave vent

Ridge Vent

The IBC requires a
minimum vent area
equal to 1 / 150 of the
attic area (footprint)
arranged with 50% of
the vent area placed 3
feet above the eave
vents (55% in eaves is best
with 105%of required area in
place)

Adding a vapor barrier
to the warm side of the
ceiling insulation allows
a reduction in vent area
to 1/300th of the attic
(with 50%) of that
located 3 feet above
eave vents
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Vent example

3 feet

Soffit or eave vent

Ridge or
gable Vent

Take a house 24 feet by
48 feet (1,152 s.f.)

1,152/150=7.68 square
feet of required vent
area.

50% of 7.68s.f.
(3.84s.f.) of vent area
must be 3’ above the
eaves

The remaining 3.84 s.f.
of vent can be located
in the eaves.

Vent example

Soffit or eave vent
48 feet long, 1 to 2 inches wide

Ridge or
gable Vent
2inches wide,
48 feet long

7.68 s.f. of vent is the
same as 1,106 square
inches of vent. If the ridge
is 48 feet long, (576
inches) the ridge vent
would have to be 2 inches
wide.

With two eave vents being
576 inches long each,
(1152 total inches) the
required eave vents, (7.68
s.f. or 1,106 square
inches) could be the code
minimum 1 inch wide…2”
might be better.

2 inches


